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ABSTRACT

In this article the algorithms of creation of the rating of stock market analytical automated systems are proposed. 
They are based on Zahedi’s analytic hierarchy process modification in which triangular fuzzy numbers are used 
to transform qualitative expert estimations into quantitative ones. An example of practical using of these algo-
rithms is considered. 
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1   Introduction

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) devised by Thomas Saaty [3] became one of the wide-spread multi-criteria 
methods of the best alternative choice. There are many modifications of Saaty’s AHP method. One of them was 
made by Fatemah Zahedi in her work [4] and adopted for quantitative evaluation of expert systems. However, 
the principle of superiority evaluation, proposed in that work, entails the essential difficulties for expression of 
the expert opinions if estimation criteria have a qualitative nature. The objective of this article is working out of 
the algorithms of creation of the rating of stock market analytical systems on the base of Zahedi’s method mod-
ification, in which qualitative expert opinions about alternatives would be employed during the calculation of 
generalized quantitative scores of alternatives. This work is the continuation of authors’ investigation concern-
ing the AHP improvement [1, 5] and the estimation of decision support systems quality [6].

2   AHP method suggested by F. Zahedi

F. Zahedi proposes the following simplified algorithm for comparative evaluation of expert systems (ES) [4].

Stage 1. The functional structure of expert systems is defined in the form of evaluation criteria hierarchical tree.

Stage 2. Relative significances (weights) of criteria are defined on each hierarchy level. The sum of all criteria 
weights must be equal one in each criteria group on hierarchy levels. Then global significances of the lowest 
level criteria (hierarchical tree leaves) are calculated by the following formula:
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where G
kw – global significance of k-th criterion which is a leaf of the hierarchical criteria tree; v – numbers of 

hierarchy levels; Нk – amount of hierarchy levels in the branch, which includes k-th criterion; L
vw – local signi-

ficances of parent criteria of branch, which includes k-th criterion on Hk-th hierarchy level; L
kw – local signific-

ance (weight) of k-th criterion which is a leaf of the hierarchical criteria tree.

Stage 3. Comparison of alternatives superiority is conducted on criteria, which are the leaves of the hierarchical 
criteria tree. Relative superiority of one alternative by another one is expressed within the [0, 100] interval. We 
shall mark superiority of i-th ES above j-th ES on k-th criterion as eijk. If there is no superiority, then eijk=ejik=0, 
otherwise ejik=-eijk. Comparison matrices have the following form (table 1).



Table 1.  Matrix for alternatives comparison according to Zahedi’s AHP-method

Criterion k ES 1 ES 2 … ES N
ES 1 0 е12k,с12k … e1Nk,с1Nk

ES 2 -е12k,с12k 0 … e2Nk,с2Nk

… … … 0 …
ES N -e1Nk,с1Nk -e2Nk,с2Nk … 0

In order to reduce uncertainty in expert answers Zahedi proposes alongside with the significance estimation eijk

to indicate a coefficient of confidence in this estimation сijk (0, 1]. If сijk=1, it means that expert confidence in 
the estimation eijk is equal to 100%. Definitive superiority estimation on each criterion is calculated as eijk ·сijk.

Stage 4. Aggregate score of i-th alternative is calculated as follows:
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where m – amount of evaluation criteria, which are the leaves of the hierarchical criteria tree; n – amount of al-
ternatives.

Stage 5. Rating of alternatives is created by sorting them on decreasing of their aggregate scores Zi. Alternative
with the maximal Zi score is recognized as the best alternative. 

The main shortcoming of Zahedi’s method is necessity of expression of expert opinion about alternatives supe-
riority through the quantitative scale from 0 to 100. For instance, intermediate estimation of superiority may be 
equal to 30, 35, 37, 40 points, and it is difficult for expert to discern these values, especially if the evaluating 
software is complex and estimation criteria are qualitative (possibilities of graphical interpretation of some fi-
nancial indices, quality of programming editor, etc). But such difference in quantitative estimation may lead to 
incorrect result. 

3 Using of qualitative estimations and fuzzy numbers for representation of experts’ 
opinions 

The most convenience form of representation of experts’ opinions about alternatives superiority could be the 
verbal scale, such as «very high superiority, high superiority, average superiority, etc». However, verbal as-
sessment of superiority has two shortcomings. Firstly, probability of unconformity of the matrix with quantita-
tive superiority estimations generated from the matrix with qualitative superiority estimation is not excluded. 
Secondly, if a number of alternatives is large then estimation of their relative superiority in qualitative form 
would be difficult and lengthy.

In order to eliminate these shortcomings we propose to estimate not relative superiority of alternatives, but al-
ternatives quality (xik) on defined criteria by means of the verbal scale. In table 2 and on figure 1 an example of 
possible scale of verbal estimations correspondence to quantitative estimations within [0, 100] interval is 
represented. 

Table 2. An example of qualitative and quantitative estimations correspondence  

Qualitative (verbal) estimation 
Quantitative (fuzzy interval) estimation 

in [a1, a2, a3] form
Absence (ABS) [0, 0, 10]

Low (L) [0, 10, 30]
Below Average (BA) [10, 30, 50]

Average (AVG) [30, 50, 70]
Above Average (AA) [50, 70, 90]

High (H) [70, 90, 100]
Very High (VH) [90, 100, 100]



Fig. 1. An example of possible fuzzy interval estimating scale 

Quantitative fuzzy interval estimation, which corresponds to verbal formulation, is represented as symmetric or 
asymmetric fuzzy triangular number [a1, a2, a3]. That means that quality of alternative could be estimated as a2 

with highest confidence, but if the expert’s confidence in his (her) estimation is less than 100%, then quantita-
tive value of estimation may vary within [a1, a3] interval. 

There is also an example of transformation of ambiguous verbal estimation «AVG, сAVG=0.7; AA, сAA=0.3» 
into quantitative estimation on figure 1. 

Production rules of verbal estimations transformation into quantitative form are represented in table 3.

Table 3. Rules of verbal estimations transformation into quantitative form

Rules Antecedent (qualitative estimation, xik’) Consequent (quantitative estimation, xik)
Transformation 
rule for unambi-
guous estima-
tions

IF expert’s confidence in some qualitative 
(verbal) estimation is equal 100%, i.e.  
cik=1 

THEN xik=a2 for corresponding fuzzy number 
from table 2

Example
IF xik’=«H, сH=1» THEN xik=90

Transformation 
rule for ambi-
guous estima-
tions

IF two coefficients of confidence сik
1 and 

сik
2 correspond to two nearby qualitative 

(verbal) estimations

THEN xik=с·(a2-a1)+ a1,
where с – coefficient of confidence in higher 
verbal estimation; a1, a2 – elements of fuzzy 
triangular number, which corresponds to 
higher verbal estimation 

Example
IF xik’=«AVG, сAVG=0.7; AA, сAA=0.3» THEN xik=0.3·(70-50)+50=56

Superiority of i-th alternative above j-th on k-th criterion is defined by the following formula [5]: 

eijk=xik-xjk (3)

Generalized scores of alternatives are calculated as follows:
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Suggesting algorithms of creation of alternatives rating, based on qualitative expert estimations (Verbal AHP
and Verbal+AHP), are compared with Zahedi’s algorithm in table 4. Stages 1, 2 and 4 of all this algorithms are 
executed by experts. The rest stages can be automated. Hereupon AHP algorithm based on qualitative estima-
tions of alternatives quality on criteria, (Verbal+AHP), which doesn’t requires the relative comparison of the al-
ternatives, more simply then two another AHP algorithms in spite of the fact that it contains the greater number 
of stages.

Table 4. Comparison of Zahedi’s AHP algorithm with the algorithms based on qualitative experts estimations 
(Verbal AHP and Verbal+AHP)

Zahedi’s AHP algorithm Algorithm based on qualitative es- Algorithm based on qualitative es-



timations of relative superiorities of 
alternatives (Verbal AHP)

timations of alternatives quality on 
criteria (Verbal+AHP)

1. Forming of evaluation criteria hierarchy tree
2. Assessment of local criteria 
weights by means of Saaty’s AHP 

2. Assessment of local criteria weights by means of expert methods in 
which there are no relative comparison of criteria pairs (for instance, 
Fishburn method)

3. Calculation of global criteria weights by the formula (1)
4. Evaluation of alternatives rela-
tive superiority in quantitative form 
within [0, 100] interval with taking 
into account of confidence in esti-
mations 

4. Evaluation of alternatives supe-
riority in qualitative form by means 
of scale from table 2 with taking in-
to account of confidence in estima-
tions 

4. Evaluation of quality of alterna-
tives by means of scale from table 2 
with taking into account of confi-
dence in estimations

5. Transformation of verbal estima-
tions into quantitative form by 
means of rules from table 3 (with 
use of eijk’ and eijk instead of xijk’ and 
xijk).

5. Transformation of verbal estima-
tions into quantitative form by 
means of rules from table 3

6. Calculation of relative superiori-
ties of alternatives as differences 
(distances) between their absolute 
estimation by the formula (3).

5. Calculation of aggregate scores 
of alternatives Zi by the formula 
(2).

6. Calculation of aggregate scores 
of alternatives Zi by the formula 
(4).

7. Calculation of aggregate scores 
of alternatives Zi by the formula 
(4).

6. Creation of the rating of alterna-
tives on decreasing of Zi value

7. Creation of the rating of alterna-
tives on decreasing of Zi value

8. Creation of the rating of alterna-
tives on decreasing of Zi value

4   Creation of the rating of stock market analytical systems on the base of suggested 
AHP modifications 

Suggested AHP algorithms may be efficiently used for the evaluation of stock market analytical systems and 
creation of their rating. We shall consider an example of the practical using of the given AHP algorithms. Eva-
luating systems are described in table 5, created on the base of the article [2].

Table 5. Description of stock market analytical automated systems

Stock market analytical automated systems
Supported methods, functions and 

features
OMEGA Research Trade Station (TS) Includes 150 indicators, 15 trade systems, 30 graphical 

tools, additional tools ShowMe and PaintBar, built-in 
programming language EasyLanguage, programming 
editor PowerEditor. Has a possibility to analyze dif-
ferent length trends. 

OMEGA Research Super Charts (SC) Includes more than 80 indicators, 15 trade systems, 15 
graphical tools, additional tools ShowMe, PaintBar
and Expert Indicator (latter tool for indicators explana-
tion). Has a possibility to analyze only day, week and 
month trends. Has no programming editor. 

Reuters Graphics Professional (RGP) Includes 65 indicators, 6 types of trend lines (up to 200 
lines on the graph), possibilities of new indicators and 
return curves creation. Allows showing up to 16 
graphs simultaneously. Has an ability of data exchange 
with Microsoft Excel. Supports fundamental analysis. 

DanaLyzer Euro Charts (DEC) Includes 40 indicators. Has a possibility of data repre-
sentation in the form of linear graphs, histograms, 
«Japanese candles», etc. Uses different length trends. 

EQUIS MetaStock Professional (MSP) Includes more than 120 indicators and linear depen-



dences, a possibility of new indicators creation. Sup-
ports 9 graphical styles. Allows creating, testing and
optimizing trade systems.

Qualitative estimations of stock market analytical automated systems on 8 criteria are represented in table 6. In

this table global criteria weights G
kw are also adduced. In table 7 stock market analytical systems ratings are 

built based on the using of suggested Verbal AHP and Verbal+AHP algorithms. 
High score of Reuters Graphics Professional is explained by that only this system among considered soft-

ware supports the fundamental analysis, which has high significance. Super Charts has the worst score because 
this system is intended mainly for training in technical analysis and has limitations in functionality.

The sequence of the alternatives coincides in both ratings. The difference in absolute values of rating indexes 
is explained by using the same scales in the first case – for estimation quality of stock market analytical systems 
on criteria, and in the second case – for estimation their relative superiorities. The given ratings characterize 
functionality of considered analytical systems and could be used hereinafter for the analysis of acceptability of 
their prices, as that was made in the works [4] for expert systems and in the book [5] for office software.  

Table 6. Qualitative estimations of stock market analytical automated systems 

Criteria G
kw TS SC RGP DEC MSP

Fundamental 
analysis

0.3 ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1 AVG, сAVG=1 ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1

Possibility of us-
ing different 
length trends 

0.15 H, сH=1
BA, сBA=0.6

AVG, сAVG=0.4
AVG, сAVG=1 H, сH=1 AA, сAA=1

Possibility of dif-
ferent graphical 
interpretation of 
stock price trends

0.1 H, сH=1
BA, сBA=0.6
AVG, сAVG=0.4

BA, сBA=1
AVG,сAVG=0.3

AA, сAA=0.7
BA, сBA=0.8
AVG,сAVG=0.2

Possibility of 
new indicators 
creation

0.1375 ABS,сABS=0.5
L, сL=0.5

ABS, сABS=1 H, сH=1
ABS,сABS=0.5
L, сL =0.5

H, сH=1

Amount of indi-
cators

0.1125 AA, сAA=0.1
H, сH=0.9

AVG,сAVG=0.2
AA, сAA=0.8

AVG,сAVG=0.6
AA, сAA=0.4

BA, сBA=0.8
AVG,сAVG=0.2

AA, сAA=0.3
H, сH=0.7

Analysis of stock 
returns 0.1 ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1 AA, сAA=1 ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1

Additional tools 0.06 AA, сAA=0.6
H, сH=0.4

H, сH=0.8
VH, сVH=0.2

AA, сAA=0.1
H, сH=0.9

H, сH=1
AA, сAA=0.9
H, сH=0.1

Built-in pro-
gramming lan-
guage and pro-
gramming editor 

0.04 H, сH=1
BA, сBA=0.9

AVG,сAVG=0.1
ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1 ABS, сABS=1

Table 7. Ratings of stock market analytical automated systems 

Number
Stock market analyt-

ical system
Generalized score Zi

with using Verbal+AHP with using Verbal AHP
1 Reuters Graphics Pro-

fessional
91.8 170.5

2 Trade Station 15.2 5.2
3 MetaStock 

Professional
8.6 2.3

4 Euro Charts -42.6 -87.3
5 Super Charts -73.0 -90.7

5   Conclusion

As a result of given research two algorithms  for evaluation of stock market analytical automated systems were 
worked out, based on Zahedi’s AHP-method modifications. The main distinctive peculiarity of these algorithms 
consists in using of qualitative (verbal) expert estimations in the generalized quantitative score obtaining. Verbal 
estimations applied for the expression of alternative relative superiority on criteria in the first algorithm (Verbal 



AHP), and for the alternatives evaluation on criteria – in the second algorithm (Verbal+AHP). Such a principle 
of alternatives and their superiorities evaluation is more convenient that quantitative assessment during special 
software estimation on qualitative criteria (for example, on quality of graphical features, programming editor, 
etc). 

Production rules of transformation of the qualitative estimations into quantitative ones by means of the fuzzy 
interval scale were worked out in this research and used in AHP for the first time. Research results were applied 
to creation of stock market analytical software rating. 
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